


THE SIRENA 78 TURNS THE IDEA OF A 
DO-EVERYTHING YACHT INTO REALITY.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN COURSE

The Sirena 78 is the latest launch from Sirena Yachts, and is a culmination of our design, 
engineering, craftsmanship, finishing, and careful attention to detail. Sirena has always worked 
with customers to understand their desires for capabilities and comfort level and to exceed their 

expectations. The hulls are designed to offer incomparable interior volume for their size, and 
Sirena’s designers create inviting spaces with lines of sight and the use of natural and artificial 
light in combination with finishes and fabrics. The Sirena 78 is the latest stage in the company’s 
evolution, where a choice of flybridge configuration is added to a long list of features designed 

and crafted to suit the needs of her owners from the day she’s launched.





  Our design work is backed by our solid racing 

and cruising tradition at sea and a clear understanding 

of the enjoyment and peace of mind that life on board 

yields, which can be taken to a higher degree by the 

beauty and functionality of the design.

Sirena 78 is the latest model in the line 
of successful luxury motor yachts from 
Sirena Marine.

The exterior design shows smooth lines 
and an improvement of the aerodynamic 
coefficient as well as practical features 
improving the comfort associated with a 
four-cabin interior layout including two 
double cabins, the owner and the VIP, two 
in-suit twins cabins plus two independent 
crew cabins.

At the main deck level there is a full height 
window main saloon, which, in combination 
with the bulwark side openings, yields 
a very nice view to the elements from 
the living and dining areas. The galley is 
forward, behind the bridge.

The deck corridors are ample for good 
circulation between the forward and aft 
sitting areas. 

A new upper deck features various options, 
from an open to a fully enclosed “Bimini” 
with direct access from the interior.

This is the sixth model we design for Sirena 
Marine. We are proud of being associated 
with the Firm known for their excellent 
workmanship and very high value.

Welcome home! 
 
Germán Frers

G E R M Á N  F R E R S



CHOOSE YOUR 
OWN COURSE

The Sirena 78 o�ers creative enhancements that signal an even more 
rapid evolution of design and innovation to improve the on-the-water 
experience. She e�ectively advances the idea of the cruising yacht by 
delivering a combination of interior comfort and a wide range of e�cient 
performance. Her construction and �nish meet at the intersection 
of advanced technology and craftsmanship, just as they did for her 
stablemates in the Sirena line, and yet the Sirena 78 takes next-generation 
thinking into every curve and corner of her design. It starts with the design, 
which boasts several options for the �ybridge, a feature that has evolved 
as a hallmark element of the line. The �ybridge is a key element on nearly 
all Sirenas, thanks to the space and views it makes available, as well as the 
overhang that provides delightful shade for the afterdeck. 



SLIPPING THE 
FAMILIAR BONDS

The Sirena 78 delivers cruising without the usual limitations one sees. 
While that hull shape is distinctive in shape, it also adds further distinction: 
Performance and e�ciency across a broad speed curve. If her owners 
want to cruise far and wide, and push beyond their typical area, they can 
throttle back and enjoy excellent range. If the desire is to shorten the time 
on the water and increase the duration of the visit at their destination, 
then throttle up and enjoy the thrill of high-speed travel. These options are 
also re�ected in the many gathering areas throughout the yacht. Whether 
your family and guests wish to be outdoors in the bright sunshine of the 
bow area or swim platform, under the shelter of the �ybridge hardtop or 
afterdeck overhang, or cosseted in the comfort of the saloon or skylounge, 
these are the decisions at hand.







The Sirena 78 o�ers a choice of three di�erent con�gurations for the �ybridge. The 

upper deck has always played an important role in the design of most models, o�ering a 

combination of features including extensive seating areas, hardtop designs, a refreshing 

shower built in, dining areas, and a helm station that allows the helmsman to be part of the 

conversation. Add to that the incomparable views, elevated vantage point, and delightful 

breezes, and the �ybridge quickly becomes a favorite among friends, family, and guests. 

Now Sirena Yachts has taken the appeal of the �ybridge in exciting new directions: There 

are now on o�er a fully enclosed con�guration, a semi-enclosed version, and the familiar 

open version.

The open version gives the owners and their guests the appeal of an open-air veranda 

on which to spend time aboard, either underway or at anchor, or even on the dock or 

mooring. Because of its height, the �ying bridge a�ords a measure of privacy when in 

close quarters, and it really shines in secluded anchorages, where the light plays on the 

water and the views are unforgettable. 

The semi-enclosed version o�ers the advantage of the protected helm station, so the 

helm is eliminated from the main deck. This ensures even more space available for the 

designers to express their creativity in meeting the owners’ needs. On the �ybridge itself, 

the open aft bulkhead gives an exquisite indoor-outdoor feel that puts guests at ease,  

with enormous side windows that open to enhance the ventilation on pleasant days.

For cruisers who rely on the �ybridge as additional space even as they push their itineraries 

farther into the shoulder seasons, the fully enclosed con�guration o�ers the option of 

true protection when the weather is cooler and the storms come through more often. Still 

the enormous windows open for fair weather. Without the main-deck helm, this layout 

o�ers additional onboard space that can change the way the yacht is used, and the owners’ 

imaginations are the only limit to the cruising season.

THE LUXURY OF
CHOICE



The �ybridge adds more than just an upper deck to 
any yacht. It creates a space where people simply 
like to spend time together. It gives the helmsman 
a superior vantage point from which to navigate. 
Simply put, it elevates every aspect of the onboard 
experience, and this is the case with the Sirena 78, 
where two versions of the design include an enclosed 
�ybridge. The fully enclosed �ybridge creates a 
space that is climate-controlled and o�ers complete 
protection from the elements. The semi-enclosed 
�ybridge is a similar setup, but without the aft 
bulkhead, so the space is open to the aft area of the 
deck. No matter what design is chosen, both layouts 
o�er open access to fresh air through huge side 
windows that open. And both con�gurations also help 
to open up the lower deck by eliminating the need for 
a lower helm station.

PROTECTION 
FROM THE 
ELEMENTS



A truly open �ybridge creates a feel that is unlike 
anything else one can experience on a motoryacht. 
The idea of enjoying all around views and full exposure 
to the soft zephyrs of the sea: the sights, sounds, and 
scents of the location around the boat—all of these add 
to the experience. Sirena has understood the appeal of 
an open �ybridge and has provided it on nearly every 
model since we began. The Sirena 78 is no di�erent, 
and it exhibits several lessons that we have learned along 
our storied yacht building history. First, the ways that 
owners and their guests will use the �ybridge has a direct 
correlation to their enjoyment of the boat, and in good 
weather, the open �ybridge is impossible to beat. Even 
the best open �ybridge can bene�t from a good, robust 
hardtop with key design elements, including an opening 
section, sturdy pipework, and a built-in shower.

WELCOMING 
THE SEA 
BREEZE



ALL CHOICES ARE  
THE RIGHT CHOICE

N O  M A T T E R  W H I C H  D E S I G N 

I S  C H O S E N ,  T H E  F L Y B R I D G E 

C R E A T E S  W E L C O M I N G 

G A T H E R I N G  S P A C E S  W I T H 

M E M O R A B L E  V I E W S  F O R 

F A M I L Y  A N D  F R I E N D S 

T O  E N J O Y  A N  E X C I T I N G 

C R U I S E  T O G E T H E R .



I  T R Y  T O  R E D I S C O V E R
W H A T  N E V E R  E X I S T E D

Timeless, luxurious and 
innovative exterior-interior 
yacht design.
The birth of the Sirena 78 is the natural 
consequence of the success of both the 
Sirena 68 and 88. She literally fills the gap 
between these smaller and bigger sister 
ships, in terms of content, level of luxury 
and refinement. 

The evolution it has undergone is stunning. 
All the good qualities have been further 
crystallized into the recognizable style 
of the Sirena series; the visual identity is 
unmistakable and has been carried through 
in all three design directions. Inspiration, 
Serenity and Elegance. 

Fully in line with today’s zeitgeist, the 
3 design directions focus on comfort, 
simplicity and elegance. The attention 
to detail does justice to all the individual 
rooms, but also exudes a certain tranquility 
through the clear balance of light, material 
and design. 

The toned-down color schemes create a 
natural coherence that feels harmonious 
and peaceful, and leaves enough room to 
add your personal touch.

Special attention has been paid to the 
communication between the interior and 
exterior spaces, making the yacht feel even 
more spacious than it already is. The open 
galley concept supports this experience 
even more.... 

The Sirena 78 is the perfect yacht 
to bring out the best in yourself in a 
casual environment equipped with all 
conveniences. 

Spend some time with your friends and 
family and ENJOY. 

C O R  D .  R O V E R 


